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ABSTRACT 

 

 This paper imbibes that study about the performance, perception, satisfaction level of the 

owners of Maruti B Segment Cars. Maruti has its own share of market in the town of Hyderabad for 

its ‘B’ Segment cars. Inspite of the competition from Hyundai’s Santro, Tata’s Indica and Maruti has 

its own share of market. The study also covers the survey of various other products of Maruti B 

Segment Cars like Alto, Wagon R and Zen to find out their satisfaction level for being the owners of 

Maruti Cars. For this purpose, a sample of 150 was chosen stratified into owners of Maruti Alto, Zen 

and Wagon R. A redesigned questionnaire was prepared to extract the details through interviewing 

methods like their preference for colours, influential factors to buy Maruti Car, satisfaction level, 

Mileage, Price and efficiency etc., Some of the important findings are most of the customers felt 

maintenance cost of Maruti Car is pretty high. Some of the customers are uncomfortable with the boot 

space area and back foot area etc. Taking these things into consideration, this study has provided 

some suggestions on the line with those findings which can be taken up by the management with a 

sense of appreciation.  
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A STUDY ON CUSTOMER SATISFACTION OF ‘B’ SEGMENT 

MARUTI CARS IN HYDERABAD CITY 

 

 

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 

In general, satisfaction is a person‟s feeling of pleasure or disappointment 

resulting from comparing a product‟s perceived performance in relation to his or her 

expectations. Whether the buyer is satisfied after purchase depends on the product 

performance in relation to the buyer‟s expectation. As this definition makes clear, 

satisfaction is a function of perceived performance and expectation. If the 

performance falls short of expectation, the customer is dissatisfied. If the performance 

exceeds the expectation the customer is highly satisfied or delighted.  

MEASURING CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 

Organizations are increasingly interested in retaining existing customers while 

targeting new-customers. Measuring customer satisfaction provides an indication of 

how successful the organization is at providing products and/or services to the 

marketplace. Customer satisfaction is an ambiguous and abstract concept and the 

actual manifestation of the state of satisfaction will vary from person to person and 

product of both psychological and physical variables which correlate with satisfaction 

behaviors such as return and recommend rate. The 'Quality Values' which influence 

satisfaction include: Quality, Value, Timeliness, Efficiency, Easy improvement and 

organizational change measurements.  

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The present study is carried out with the following objectives. 

 To examine the various factors considered by the customers while 

purchasing a Maruti „B‟ Segment Car. 

 To evaluate customer‟s level of satisfaction. 

 To analyze the quality of after sales services by the authorized dealers 

and service centers.  

 Finally, to suggest suitable strategies for marketing of B segment 

Maruti cars in Hyderabad city.   
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SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

This study aims at highlighting the effectiveness of consumer satisfaction on B 

segment Maruti cars for fulfilling consumer‟s perception on their quality, price, fuel 

efficiency, maintenances, after sales services etc. The study also helps to understand 

the general mind set of the customers regarding the present image of Maruti. 

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 

 Survey method has been adopted to elicit the views of owners of Maruti cars. 

The customer satisfaction towards Maruti cars is studied by administering structured 

questionnaire to 150 customers in Hyderabad City. Primary data has been collected 

with the help of questionnaires designed and developed for that purpose. Secondary 

data has been collected from published records of the company, Official Websites, 

Standard  Text-books, Articles, Reviews, Researches and Newspapers etc., Statistical 

tools used for the analysis are Simple Percentage Method, Weighted Average Method 

and Chi Square Test. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

        Table 1: The Details Regarding General Profile of the Consumer 

Factors Classification No. of Respondents Percentage 

Age Below 30 year 

30 – 50 year 

Above 50 year 

30 

90 

30 

20 

60 

20 

Sex Male 

Female 

105 

45 

70 

30 

Marital status Married 

Single 

105 

45 

70 

30 

Occupation Profession 

Govt. employee 

Own business 

Private concern 

40 

30 

50 

30 

27 

30 

33 

20 
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Income Status Below  Rs.2,00,000 

Rs.2,00,000-5,00,000 

Above Rs.5,00,000 

30 

45 

75 

20 

30 

50 

    Source: Primary Data 

Regarding personal profile of the consumer, the above table shows that 60% 

respondents are between the age of 30-50 year, 70% respondents are male, around 

70% respondents are married, nearly 33% respondents are business people and 50% 

respondents are earning above Rs.5,00,000 per annum.            

   

  Table 2:  OWNERSHIP OF MARUTI ‘B’ SEGMENT CARS 

Car Model No. of respondents Percentage 

Alto 100 67 

Wagon R 30 20 

Zen 20 13 

Total 150 100 

               Source: Primary Data 

 

 

The observation of the table reveals that 67% of the respondents own a Alto 

car, 20% of the respondents own Wagon R, and 13% of the respondents own Zen. In 

view of the above, it is observed that the „B‟ segment cars of Maruti have more 

respondents have Alto cars because of its stylish model, attractive and more 

comfortable to all kinds of people 

                    Table 3: MOTIVATING FACTORS TO BUY A CAR 

Motivated No. of respondents Percentage 
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Self 45 30 

colleagues 12 8 

Friends 15 10 

Relatives 24 18 

Family 36 22 

Neighbors 18 12 

Total 150 100% 

Source: Primary Data 

The observation of the table reveals that 30% of the respondents are motivated 

by self, 8% of the respondents are motivated by colleagues, 10% of the respondents 

are motivated by friends, 18% of the respondents are motivated by relatives, and 22% 

of the respondents are motivated by neighbours. Most of the car buyers are Self 

Motivated. From this, we can come to know that even though 30% are self motivated 

to purchase cars, the influence from the family and relatives is also substantial (40%). 

Thus family and relatives are the considered to be the main motivators to purchase the 

Maruti cars. 

 

TABLE 4: IMPORTANT FACTORS IN BUYING 

Sl. 

No. 
Nature of Units Total 

Avg. % of  

respondents 

1 Price 46 30.7 

2 Quality 31 20.7 

3 Brand Image 39 26.0 

4 Service Availability 16 10.6 

5 Promotion Programs 12 8.0 

6 Other Reasons 6 4.0 

 Total 150 100 

Source: Primary Data 

Table shows the sample respondents about important factor in buying process. 

They are price, quality, brand image, service availability, promotion program and 

other reasons. This evident shows that 34% of respondents prefer price, 32% of 

respondents prefers quality, 17.6% of respondents prefer providing, 6.5%respondnets 

prefer service availability, 8.4% of respondents prefer promotion program and 1.5% 

respondents prefers other reasons.  Finally price and quality play a vital role in 

buying process.  
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AWARENESS ABOUT THE CAR 

 In the modern life style, people prefer most comfortable and safe journey and 

also to reach on time, hence the usages of cars are continuous increasing in recent 

days. Consumers are well aware about the product what they would like to buy. 

Hence creating awareness about the product in the expected manner is very much 

essential. Medias are widely used to create and awareness. The different Medias 

preferred by the car owners to gain awareness about the car are given in the table 4. 

Table 5: SOURCES OF AWARENESS 

Particulars No. of respondents Percentage 

Newspaper 18 12 

Television 60 40 

Magazines 50 33 

Friends 22 15 

Total 150 100 

    Source: Primary Data 

The table reveals majority of respondents are influenced by the Television and 

Magazines as the advertisement in Television and Magazines are more effective. If 

we see the influential factors, television and magazines take a greater percentage. That 

means, the buyers are more influenced by seeing the models in the TV and magazines. 

In most of the business magazines, we see colourful pictures of models of car that 

attracts the general public to purchase. Maruti models should be designed in such a 

way that it has attractive look, attractive shape and sparkling colours. 

To know the impact of awareness on purchase of car, the researcher has 

formulated the following Hypothesis and tested. 

Ho - There is no significant difference between ownership of Maruti „B‟                               

segment cars and sources of awareness to buy that car. 

Table 6 : Chi Square Analysis 

Sources of Awareness/ 

Segment car 

Alto Wagon R Zen Total 

 

Newspaper 12 4 2 18 

Television 40 12 8 60 

Magazines 33 9 8 50 
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Friends 15 5 2 22 

Total 100 30 20 150 

Source: Primary Data 

Thus, it can be inferred that no single influencing source can be identified to 

be associated with certain model of car 

Tabulated value for degree of freedom of 6 @ 5% level = 12.592, the 

Calculated Value = 8.19. Since calculated value is less than the table value Null 

Hypothesis is accepted. It can be concluded that overall influence of various 

influencing factors of all types of cars of Maruti car purchased is independent of the 

influencing factor. 

                         Table 7:  REASONS FOR BUY MARUTI CARS 

Particulars No. of  Respondents Percentage 

Brand name 90 60 

Comparatively cheap 20 12 

Resale Value 10 8 

Mileage 30 20 

Total 150 100 

Source: Primary Data 

The observation of the table reveals that 60% of owners of Maruti cars simply 

buy a Maruti Car just because of its brand name, 20% of respondents buy a Maruti 

Car for high mileage efficiency, while 12% to buy a Maruti Car for its comparative 

cheapness and 8% of respondents buy the Maruti Car for good resale value and. 60% 

buyers purchase on the basis of brand name that shows the Brand loyalty of Maruti 

cars. The Maruti has to capitalize the brand image for its growth and it is an 

unshakable fact that efforts should be made to maintain the brand image in the face of 

fierce competition in the automotive market with better facility, grand link, and 

attractive colours.  

WEIGHTED AVERAGE 

An analysis of the ranks given by the customers for different factors 

influencing the customers‟ satisfaction is given below.  Weighted averages of the 

ranks are calculated using the following formula: 
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WEIGHTS 

Rank 1  =  5 points, Rank 2  =  4 points, Rank 3 =  3 points, Rank 4  = 2 points and 

Rank 5 = 1 point                    

 

 

 

 

Table 8: WEIGHTED AVERAGES VALUES 

Ranks/ 

Attributes 

Price Mileage After sales Services Safety Image 

Rank 1 84 18 36 6 6 

Rank 2 27 9 90 12 12 

Rank 3 9 87 6 24 24 

Rank 4 15 21 9 15 90 

Rank 5 15 15 9 93 18 

Total 150 150 150 150 150 

Weighted 

Total 

600 445 585 273 348 

Weighted 

Average 

40 29.7 39 18.2 23.2 

   Source: Primary Data 

The observation of the Table reveals that based on highest weighted average, 

customer chooses price as main factor while buying Maruti „B‟ segment car followed 

by after sales services, mileage, image and finally safety features. In the modern days, 

most of the consumer prefers the price of the product to be proportionate to its quality 

as well as the quantity. Hence, price gets the maximum weightage. As Maruti‟s price 

is more competitive in comparison to others it is able to dominate the market. 

 

CAR OWNERS LEVEL OF SATISFACTION 

Maruti Cars have a good image and best customer satisfaction level. In last 10 

years Maruti reward top first level in Customer Satisfaction & Sales Performance 

level. To correlate the level of satisfaction with Performance, Comfort level, 

Maintenance Cost and After Sales Services. 

      Table 9: CAR OWNERS LEVEL OF SATISFACTION 

Particulars High Moderate Low Total 

Performance 25 13 2 40 
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Comfort Level 20 7 3 30 

Maintenance Cost 38 18 4 60 

After Sales Services 12 7 1 20 

Total 95 45 10 150 

Source: Primary Data 

The observation of the above table shows that 64% of the respondents have 

high satisfaction level about the Maruti Cars, 30 % of the respondents have moderate 

satisfaction level and remaining 6% of the respondents feel low level of satisfaction of 

Maruti cars. 

Table 10: PREFERENCE OF COLOURS 

Colours No. of respondents Percentage 

White 50 33 

Red 45 30 

Blue 30 20 

Black 15 10 

Others 10 7 

Total 150 100 

Source: Primary Data 

The observation of the table reveals that 33% prefer White, 30% prefer Red, 

20% prefer Blue, 10% of the respondents prefer Black and 7% prefer other colours 

like Pink, Yellow etc.  From this, we can conclude that many of the maruti car buyers 

prefer the white colour cars because of its simple but elegant appearance. 

Table 11 MODE OF FINANCE 

Finance No. of Respondents Percentage 

Self 30 20 

Bank loan 120 80 

Total 150 100 

Source: Primary Data 

 The observation of the table reveals that majority of the respondents i.e., 80% 

prefer bank loan as a mode of finance for purchasing a four wheeler, while 20% of the 

respondents prefer self as a mode of finance. The 80% of the respondents prefer bank 

loan indicates that almost all are buying the luxury things in the form of credit only. If 

the company provides the easy loan facilities, it can attract more consumers. 
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SUGGESTIONS 

 

 The company‟s management should put in more efforts to increase the 

market share in terms of introducing more innovative colours of cars, 

new models in „B‟ segment to cover the middle income groups of the 

people for providing new schemes in the loan arrangements and 

reduced down payment etc. 

 More customers prefer the Maruti because of its moderate price only. 

So the management has to fully concentrate on the price for ever in the 

long run aspect. 

 Since majority of the customers are influenced by Television it is 

highly important for the management to keep in constant touch with 

the existing loyal customers. Keep on advertisements in the Television 

and Magazines to retain the customers. 

 80% of the customers are going for bank loan to buy a car, therefore 

company‟s management can strive for having a better relationship with 

all the leading banks providing car loan like conducting frequent 

meeting with them, creating promotional package deals for those plans 

etc. 

 Since most of the customers are of the feeling that maintenance cost is 

pretty high, the management should take efforts in reducing and create 

awareness among customers by showing them how cheap it is to 

maintain Maruti B Segment cars when compared to its competitors. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 Maruti Suzuki is No.1 automobile industry in India and has changed 

over the time to suit the needs of their customers. Maruti is the only company 

in India with a lots of small car models. It holds more than 50% market share 

in India. 

 Maruti paves the way to customers in all walks of life to buy the car 

with many models to choose. As the interest rate are heading and as it is easy 

to avail car loans in the present trend, the demand for cars is increasing and 
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many two wheelers customers are switching to basic car like Maruti „B‟ 

Segment car like Alto, Wagon R, and Zen. 

 With its present infrastructure and capital, Maruti should take the 

initiative to introduce new models according to the choice of the customers in 

regular intervals which will pave the way to be No.1 Company throughout in 

India in the near future. 
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